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What
2

Do proxy advisors add value to 
shareholders?

Big Question:

Our Questions: 

Do ISS compensation recommendations identify 
poor pay practices? &

Are their recommendations less informative 
during the busy proxy season? Proxy Filing 

Month



Why
 The demand for proxy advisory services has increased in 

the recent past.

 Concerns that proxy advisors are influential but opaque, 
have limited accountability and are largely unregulated.

 Lots of discussion in US about reigning in the role and 
influence of proxy advisors.

 New SEC rule require advisors to disclose conflicts, provide 
firms with recommendation when released

 The most influential proxy advisor with the largest market 
share in the US is Institutional Shareholder Services 
(ISS).
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ISS is influential and management lobby ISS

“[P]owerful CEOs come on bended knee to Rockville,
Maryland, where ISS resides, to persuade the managers of
ISS of the merits of their views about issues like proposed
mergers, executive compensation, and poison pills. They
do so because the CEOs recognize that some institutional
investors will simply follow ISS’s advice rather than do any
thinking of their own.”

Delaware’s Vice-Chancellor Leo Strine
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Why
 The demand for proxy advisory services has increased in 

the recent past.

 Concerns that proxy advisors are influential but opaque, 
have limited accountability and are largely unregulated.

 Lots of discussion in US about reigning in the role and 
influence of proxy advisors.

 Proposed SEC rule to require advisors to disclose conflicts, 
provide firms with opportunity to review/comment

 The most influential proxy advisor with the largest market 
share in the US is Institutional Shareholder Services 
(ISS).



Why

“To handle its proxy season workload, ISS hires temporary employees and 

outsources work to employees in Manila. Given the large number of companies 

that the proxy advisors opine on each year, the inexperience of their staffs, and 

the complexity of executive pay practices, it’s inevitable that proxy report 

will have some errors.”



Why
 Mixed evidence on whether ISS recommendation 

are useful to investors.
 Yes

 Alexander et al (2010)
 No

 Daines et al (2010)
 Larcker et al (2013)
 Larcker et al (2015) 

 Maybe
 Ertimur et al (2013)

 Should shareholders follow ISS recommendations?



How
 Association between negative assessments 

and future performance
 Assumption 1: Poor compensation practices will be 

associated with lower future performance
 Assumption 2: ROA better than RET

 Settings in which shareholders/ institutions 
vote differently from ISS recommendation
 Does ISS get it more/less “right” than 

shareholders/institutional investors?



Underlying assumptions?
#1: Poor compensation practices will be associated 
with lower future performance
 Difficult to define/measure “poor” comp

 Levels of pay
 Types of pay
 What is being rewarded

#2: Stock Returns as a measure has challenges
 Unwarranted “Against” could invoke reaction
 Investors already impounded info about poor practices 

/Event study on recommendation not possible
 TSR used by ISS in evaluation / ROA not yet

ISS Against 
Determinants



How Does ISS Operate?
 Clients subscribe to ISS information 

services
 Use only publicly available data
 Policy based on global surveys
 Analysts perform the initial coding of 

the proxy statements
 Some resulting assessments are 

automated (i.e. levels of 
concern). Available on demand 
for investors within 72 hours 
from proxy filing

 Proxy report (final 
recommendation): integrated 
document - pushed to 
subscribing investors before the 
annual shareholders meeting

ISS Report



Sample
 12,397 firm-year observations (2010 – 2016 fiscal year 

compensation plans)
 2,695 unique firms

 79% are December FYE

 ISS Data:
 Overall SOP recommendation (0/1)

 Levels of Concern (1-3)
 Pay for Performance
 Non Performance Pay
 Severance and Change in Control Provisions
 Peer Group Choice
 Compensation Committee Communication



Timeline – firm with FYE 12/31

End of FY 
2015

Proxy 
Statement 

filed
FY 2015

Annual 
Shareholder 

Meeting 
(SOP)

FY 2015

End of FY 
2016

12/31/2015 March 2016 June 2016 12/31/2016

ROA t+1

ISS Recommendations made 
available to subscribers



Our approach …

 Examine whether assessments predict 
future accounting performance

 December vs Non-December FYE

 Disagreement between ISS and 
shareholder positions



Multivariate analyses



Table 4

ISS assessments are informative only during the non-busy season

Results robust to Firm FE or using an interaction term



Market Reaction to Recommendation

Market perceives ISS Against recommendation to be 
informative during the non-busy season



When shareholders and ISS agree/differ

ISS Against and Fail SOP: 
17% = 164/1,117

ISS Against and Fail SOP: 
22% = 55/252

Shareholders agree with ISS 
more during non-busy season



Table 6 Panel B

-
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Robustness Tests

 Entropy balancing on covariates, ISS “Against”, 
and FYR

 “Against” still associated with lower future 
performance for non-Dec FYE.

 Randomly generate “Against” recommendations 
in full sample and bottom half of ROA

 No predictive power



Other Robustness Tests
 Association between Bad Pay Proxies and AbnROA.

 Examine the relation between ISS recommendations 
and future ROA while controlling for other ISS Scores 
on audit characteristics and overall board structure 
assessments. 

 Dropped firms in regulated industries (Financial, 
Utilities, Communication, Energy).



Take Aways ….

 ISS assessments identify poor compensation 
practices
 Against recommendation associated with 

lower ROA than For recommendation

 But only informative for non-December fiscal 
year ends (non-busy season)

 Concerns around their practices may be 
warranted?

27



Thank You!
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Determinants of ISS Against

Go Back

CDFBadPay:

Excess Comp.
Log of Perquisite Pay
% of Non-Perf. Pay

Compute the CDF 
and sum across.





Entropy Balancing



Placebo – Random “Against”



Correlations



Correlations



Vectrus, Inc – Proxy 3/29/2016
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Vectrus, Inc – Proxy 3/29/2016



Vectrus, Inc – Proxy 3/29/2016

“RESOLVED, that the compensation paid to the 
Company’s named executive officers as disclosed in 
this Proxy Statement pursuant to Item 402 of 
Regulation S-K, including the Compensation 
Discussion and Analysis, compensation tables, and 
any related narrative discussion, is hereby 
APPROVED.”

back
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